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2 – Introduction
COVID-19 Information
The London Borough of Havering is committed to ensuring the safety of all residents,
staff, contractors and visitors & meeting its responsibilities under the Health and Safety
at Work, etc. Act 1974 the Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations 1999,
and associated protective legislation.
Robust safety procedures are in place at all offices and locations, which includes a
comprehensive risk assessment in relation to COVID-19.
Any staff, third party suppliers, contractors or visitors who require access to facilities, are
provided with a full briefing outlining the steps the borough has taken to ensure the
highest standards of safety, health and hygiene are maintained at all times.
Additional control measures have been introduced and are reviewed and amended &
communicated in line with the latest government and PHE advice.

2.1

The London Borough of Havering considers the safety of its residents to be of
paramount importance, and whilst fire safety has always been considered as a core
part of our approach to safety, the terrible events at the Grenfell Tower has
refocussed attention on fire safety in and around our resident homes and will lead
to additional obligations for landlords and tenants.

2.2

This fire safety policy intends to provide a structured approach, which identifies the
key points required to achieve suitable arrangements for managing fire safety in
properties owned and managed by the London Borough of Havering.

2.3

It reflects on both the current legislation and the regulation which is likely to be
introduced by the new Building Safety Bill and amendments to the Regulatory
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005Fire and the findings from the Hackett review.

2.4

The Building Safety bill brings a clear approach to sanctions including defining noncompliance with the bill and making non-compliance a criminal offence.

2.5

We will keep our buildings safe throughout their lifecycle, from design through to
maintenance in-use.

2.6

We will also address legacy deficiencies in a reasonably practicable timescale
through strategic upgrade and refurbishment, prioritising works according to the
level of risk they pose, and the Council’s ability to address them. As part of this
commitment, we will ensure that our staff have the necessary competence,
systems and support to facilitate management of fire-safe buildings.

2.7

We will implement systems for managing all aspects of fire safety and will keep all
our systems and processes under review to ensure that they remain fit-for-purpose
and are dynamic and adaptive to change where needed.

2.8

We will co-operate, co-ordinate and actively collaborate with all third-parties and
enforcing authorities, fostering a culture of trust and transparency.
3 - Related Documents & Legal Context

3.1

This policy is supported by the Housing Fire Safety Management plan which sets
out the key processes in managing fire risk, including providing an appropriate
matrix to assess risk, relevant processes to manage surveys, resurveys and
incidents and details our core standards.

3.2

This policy sets out our core corporate principles which should be adopted over the
longer term, whereas the management plan is the operational document which
supports staff in complying with this policy and is therefore subject to more regular
change.

3.3

This policy should be read in conjunction with your tenancy agreement which is the
core document which sets out the obligations and duties of both Havering council
and our tenants.








Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005
Building Safety Bill (2020) (applicable to buildings of 6 stories or 18m)
Building Regulations and approved documents
Housing Act
Defective premise Act
Local Authorities Coordinators of Regulatory Services
Housing Health and Safety Rating System

4 – Equalities Statement
4.1

The Council is committed to promoting fair and equal access to services and equal
opportunities in employment, the procurement of goods and as a community
leader. The Council’s policies, procedures and day to day practices have been
established to promote an environment which is free from unlawful and unfair
discrimination, while valuing the diversity of all people.

4.2

Discrimination on the grounds of race, nationality, ethnic origin, religion or belief,
gender, marital status, sexuality, disability and age is not acceptable: the Council
will take action to ensure no person using the council’s premises or services
receives less favourable treatment or is disadvantaged by requirements or
conditions that cannot be justified. The Council will tackle inequality, treat all
people with dignity and respect and continue to work to improve services for all
service users.

4.3

The legal framework for the Council’s approach is provided by the Equality Act
2010 and specifically by the Public Sector Equality Duty, under which a public
authority must work consciously to eliminate discrimination, harassment,
victimisation and to advance equality of opportunity and foster good relations
between people with differing characteristics.

5

– Policy Statement

5.1

This document relates to all domestic properties in the HRA, all communal areas
linked to those properties, all garage and garage sites in the HRA, all land within the
HRA, all Hostels and domestic houses of multiple occupation (HMOs) and Private
Sector Leased Properties which are managed by LBH Housing department and in
which we place residents.

5.2

The policy also relates to all new build properties or newly acquired homes to be
owned and managed by the HRA.

5.3

The document sits alongside and supports the Housing Asset Management Strategy
and where this policy is silent on any principles then relevant legislations is applied.

5.4

This policy sets out LBH core principles in regards to;
 Ensuring stakeholders at all levels within the organisation understand their roles
and responsibilities in regards to fire safety.
 Ensure a clear operational management plan is in place which set out our
operational approach to fire safety.
 Ensure that as a minimum we meet all of the requirements of the Building
Regulations and Fire Safety Bill.

 Making sure adequate resources are provided to provide guidance and other fire
safety measures required by the Fire Safety Order 2005 and the Housing Act 2004,
relating to fire safety, including Building Regulations, and support with help from
specialists, where necessary.
 Ensure coordination and cooperating with other occupiers, for example
leaseholders, PSL landlords, commercial property leaseholders (shops below flats),
TMO and other stakeholders on issue of fire safety.
 Engaging with residents to communicate vital fire safety messages, including fire
safety inspections within dwellings using a variety of media such as residents’
handbooks, websites and other social media platforms.
 Providing suitable training to ensure all relevant staff and others visiting residential
properties have sufficient fire safety awareness.
 Ensuring that residents and staff remain aware of the relevant fire procedures, and
ensure that they are implemented.
 Ensuring the best decisions are taken for residents, including considering the
sustainability and lifecycles of our homes.
 Have a clear approach to charging leaseholder for fire safety related works in their
properties.
 Approaches to liaising with regulatory bodies including the new Building Safety
Regulator, the London Fire Brigade (LFB) and other local government departments
to ensure a uniform approach to fire safety is adapted.
 Ensuring third parties working in and around our properties take full consideration
of fire safety and adhere to all relevant legislation.
 Ensure all new build homes, or newly acquired homes owned or managed by LBH
conform to all relevant legislation, LBH policy and management plan.
 Ensure our policy and management plan is reviewed at appropriate intervals.

6

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES






Accountable Person
Duty Holder
Assistant Duty Holder
Responsible Person
Building Safety Manager

Chief Executive of the London Borough of Havering
Director of Property Service
Assistant Director of Property Service
Fire Safety Manager
New role

6.1 Explicit Duties
Stakeholder
Accountable Person

Duty

Legally responsible for ensuring the structural and fire risk are
understood for each building and ensuring those risk are
adequately managed so the building can be safely occupied
They can delegate duties
Duty Holder
Undertake all functions delegated by the accountable person
Oversee all fire safety activity and put in place a rigorous
assurance approach
Ensure adequate resource (Staff and financial) to deliver the
FSMP
Approve changes to the FSMPs
Determined the appropriate resident engagement strategy
Oversee reporting to regulatory bodies, the Building Safety
Regulator and London Fire Brigade
Assistant Duty Holder
Support and deputise for the Duty holder as required
Responsible Person
Manage day to day operation FRA programme and associated
works
Ensure policy and FSMP are adhered to
Determine relevant training programmes for stakeholder and
ensure they are implemented
Update Duty holder on relevant changes to legislation
Manages contractors and surveyors undertaking fire safety
works
Provide expert advice to other teams undertaking works
Report any non compliance to the duty holder
Building
Safety See section below
Manager
All Housing Staff
To ensure the FSMP is enforced
To ensure fire safety is considered as part of any projects
All Staff
To report any areas of concern within an appropriate
timescale

6.2 STRUCTURE CHART
Chief Executive

Director of Housing

Assistant Director of
Housing Property
Services

Resident Safety and
Compliance
Manager

Fire Safety
Compliance Offcier

Fire Safety Manager

Buiilding Safety
Managers

Fire Safety
Compliance Offcier

Fire Safety
Compliance
Surveyor

7 BUILDING SAFETY MANAGER (BSM)
7.1

The Building Safety Bills requires each building over 6 stories or 18m must have an
allocated Building Safety Manager.

7.2

The Accountable Person will appoint a BSM, who must have the organisational
capability and relevant skills, knowledge, experience and behaviours.

7.3

The Accountable Person must notify the Building Safety Regulator who has the
power to veto the appointment of the Building Safety Manager.

7.4

The Building Safety Manager can be an individual or organisation whose principal
role is to support the Accountable Person in the day-to-day management of fire
and structural safety in the building.

7.5

The BSM can manage a number of buildings but this number has not been defined.
LBH has 10 high rise building to which the Bill applies, LBH will employ an
appropriate number of BSMs whose responsibilities will include:



Complying with their own statutory duties as set out in the Bill;
Managing the building in accordance with the Safety Case Report for the building
and ensuring that the requirements of the Building Assurance Certificate are
complied with;









Keeping informed and co-operating with the managing agents (if any) of the
building (if different) about safety measures and works;
Complying with all directions given and statutory notices issued by the Building
Safety Regulator;
Co-operating with other occupiers or owners of the building, including any other
person acting as the Responsible Person under the Fire Safety Order, to secure an
integrated approach to managing building safety risks.
Maintain the Building Safety Case File
Engage with residents on all fire related matters and implement a resident
engagement strategy
Ensure competence to those involved in the maintenance of the building

8 RESOURCE
8.1

LBH will ensure that it continues to engage a dedicated Fire safety team to manage
all aspect of surveying and works. As a minimum, this will consist of an experienced
fire safety manager and may include the use of external consultants.

9 TRAINING
9.1

LBH will ensure all relevant training be provided to staff. This will be dependent on
roles and responsibilities. A full training matrix is contained in the Fire Safety
Management plan.

10 SURVEYS AND WORKS
10.1

We will ensure all multiple occupancy properties will have an up to date fire risk
assessment undertaken by a suitably qualified assessor.

10.2

All FRAs will include an assessment of the external elements of each building,
including but not limited to, cladding, balconies and windows.

10.3

All actions which flow from the FRA will be completed within the given timescales
subject to a review of the sustainability of that property.

10.4

Each FRA will provide an overall risk for each block and this will determine the
frequency of undertaking new FRAs. These will be programmed to ensure all blocks
have a current FRA.
The risk for all properties will not simply reflect on the buildings height but will
include a risk assessment of occupancy types, building use, associated or attached
building and their use and structural assessments of the building.

10.5

10.6

The FSMP details the agreed methodology for this assessment and the timescales
for reassessment.

10.7

In addition to formal FRAs we will implement a regular inspection regime to all
blocks. Where necessary we will take relevant enforcement action or issue fines to
residents not complying with their tenancy agreement or lease.

10.8

We will ensure we have sufficient resource to remove items of combustible
materials and hazards which may impede safe evacuation or fire brigade access
from communal areas.

10.9

We will undertake annual checks of all flat front entrance doors (both sides of the
door) and six monthly checks of all communal fire doors.

10.10

We will only use construction products defined as Designated Products or Safety
Critical Products where applicable.

11 STOCK SUSTAINABILITY
11.1

Providing high quality, safe home to our residents is a core driver for housing. We
have a significant number of homes over 50 years old and undertaking significant
fire stopping programmes is extremely challenging. This needs to be considered to
ensure the best use of funds which can deliver our statutory obligations around
repairs and maintenance, Decent Homes and housing management and continue to
meet our growth objectives.

11.2

Where FRAs highlight significant programmes of planned works being required we
will review the long term sustainability of a block and whether alternative options
should be considered in line with our Housing Asset Management Strategy.

12 ENGAGEMENT WITH STAKEHOLDERS
Residents and Leaseholders
12.1

The Hackett review highlighted the need to engage residents in the fire safety of
buildings and treat them as partners, both to seek their views and opinions but also
to ensure they understand their duties.
We will therefore:



Make FRAs available to residents on request
Ensure engagement is embedded in our core service offer both during works
programmes and under normal circumstances






Ensure residents are involved in decisions around health and safety works to
their homes
Ensure complaints are dealt with fairly and transparently
Ensure all residents are made aware of relevant fire strategies, LBH
responsibilities and residents responsibilities at the time of sign up
Ensure residents are aware of how to raise concerns or issue with fire safety and
health and safety within their buildings

12.2

For buildings over 6 stories or 18 meters the building safety manager will be
principally tasked with ensuring engagement, for lower rise buildings this will be
through both the fire safety teams and tenancy teams.

12.3

We will ensure a resident engagement strategy is produced for all properties clearly
defining this approach and ensuring residents have clarity over the complaints
process.

12.4

We will publish guidance on fire safety on our website and include clear guidance
of how to contact us with concerns.

12.5

We will attend at least annually a residents meeting to discuss fire related issues
and upcoming works.

12.6

We will publish annual guidance and reminders in our magazine provided to
residents.

12.7

We will run targeted campaigns when there are significant changes in legislation.

12.8

All resident engagement approaches will be approved by the Director of Housing.
Regulatory bodies

12.9

12.10

Regulator of Social Housing
As a provider of Social Housing LBH is accountable to the regulator for Social
Housing who take a co regulation approach to ensuring providers meet economic
and consumer standards, explicitly that contained in the home standard
Registered providers shall meet all applicable statutory requirements
that provide for the health and safety of the occupants in their homes
The Director of Housing will be responsible for managing a proactive relationship
with the Regulator and to ensure all standards are met.

Building Safety Regulator
12.11 Whilst the new Building Safety Regulator role has yet to be fully developed it is
most likely to have significantly greater scrutiny and oversite role, coupled with the
ability to impose sanctions for breaches. The duty holder and deputy duty holder
will be responsible for managing a proactive relationship with the regulator (or HSE
as appropriate).
12.12 All structural or fire safety occurrences which could cause significant risk to life will
be reported to the Building Safety Regulator by the duty holder.

London Fire Brigade (enforcing body)
12.13

The LFB are able to provide considerable support and local level scrutiny over LBH
approaches and are therefore and essential partner. The Fire Safety Manager will
be responsible for ensure a good working relationship is established through open
dialogue and regular meetings.
Councillors

12.14
12.15

12.16
12.17

12.18

The Regulator for Social Housing stated in it review of the consumer standards in
2019 that;
Boards and Councillors are responsible for ensuring register providers
meet the consumer standards, this is a fundamental part of the
registered providers commitment to co-regulation. Registered providers
should have the systems and processes in place to provide assurance to
their Boards and Councillors that the standards are being met.
We will ensure that Compliance is report monthly to Councillors via the
Themedboard and all exceptions are highlighted. Actions plans for achieving
compliance will be shared with Councillors.
We will provide an annual Compliance Statement at the end of each financial year
detailing our position and remedial actions required.
Compliance Board

12.19

The Compliance board will provide first line governance on all fire risk related
activities and will consist of (as a minimum) senior housing staff, officers from
corporate H&S and audit as detailed in the Terms of reference.

12.20

This meeting will be chaired by the duty holder or assistant duty holder and
minutes made available to the accountable person.

12.21

All performance and relevant matters will be reported to this group as will all
engagement strategies.

12.22

The Compliance board will ensure policies and management plans are adhered to
report any non-compliance to the accountable person.

12.23

The Responsible person will be expected to keep a watching brief on changing
legislation and update the compliance board accordingly.

Staff
12.24

Staff will be provided with relevant training subject to their roles and will be
communicated to via updates from the Fire Safety Manager on any relevant
changes in legislation or approach.
Other Relevant Council Teams

12.25

12.26

Where works or surveys are happening which may impact on other teams within
the Council the project team will need to demonstrate that they have engaged
relevant teams including the fire safety team.
This will be captured at project team meeting and minutes kept of the engagement
and outcomes.

13 RESIDENTS RESPONSIBILITES
13.1

The Fire Safety Bill has increased duties on landlords and building owner but it has
also highlighted increased duties on tenants, leaseholders and occupiers.

13.2

We will take appropriate action where;






Tenants or leaseholders making structural alterations to their flats, such as
removing supporting walls, that undermine the structural integrity or
compartmentation of the building, or failing to put right dangerous alterations
that they are liable for;
Tenants or leaseholders remove and replace compliant fire doors or windows;
Tenants or leaseholders damage or remove fire safety features in the common
parts of a building, such as fire extinguishers, sprinklers or alarm systems; or
Tenants or leaseholders hinder or frustrate officers in the performance of their
duty to maintain the fire and structural integrity of the building and keep
residents safe

13.3

For all elements related to residents undertaking works to their homes we will
ensure our Landlords Consent process is robust to deal with tenants who undertake
non-compliant work.

13.4

The bill will provide the ability for authorities to take civil action against tenants
and leaseholders who put the health and safety of a building at risk. This will be the
last option for LBH and will only be used when all other routes have been
exhausted.

13.5

Where residents breach any duties in the tenancy agreement or lease related to
health and safety, access or undertaking works in their properties LBH will take
relevant enforcement action.

13.6

We will adopt a zero tolerance approach to ensuring sterile communal
environments and work with resident to ensure all communal areas are kept clear
of all combustible items.

14 TMOs
14.1

LBH will undertake all relevant duties under the Building Safety Bill and in this
policy on properties managed by TMOs.

14.2

Where TMOs are responsible for maintenance of buildings and/or blocks in which
LBH has designated that a Building Safety Manager is required, TMOs will be
required to fully engage with the BSM and support their responsibilities.

14.3

In all cases the BSM will have overarching authority in regards to authorising and
control of works to the relevant building and will have the ability to veto works
organised by the TMOs if they believe it will compromise the fire strategy or
integrity of the building. This veto will not be used in a vexatious manner.

15 EVACUATION STRATEGY
15.1

There are two strategies used for housing, stay put and full evacuation, as per
guidance by LFB and contained in the RRFSO.

15.2

The strategy for each property will be determined by the FRA assessors and will
largely be dependent on the type of building and occupancy type. This will be
reviewed at each FRA or in the case of an event or change in regulation.

15.3

The strategy will be clearly communicated to all residents and where necessary
appropriate mitigating measures will be instigated, and a regime of practice fire
escapes put in place, details of the approach will be held as part of the building
case file.

16 LEASEHOLD COSTS
16.1

The cost for FRAs to individual leaseholders will form part of the annual bill
provided to each leaseholder as part of the management fee.

16.2

The cost for works will be determined by the individual fire risk assessment and the
details within the individual lease.

16.3

Where works are of a planned nature consideration will be given as to whether the
cost of these works will be charged to leaseholders and subject to the S20 process.
Relevant payment terms will be offered to leaseholders in line with our leasehold
policy.

16.4

It has been acknowledged that there has been a significant failure in programmes
of fitting fire doors to individual flats across the whole country, either due to the
quality of the door itself or the quality of installation. Fire doors provide a key
piece in the overall strategy around managing fire safety by ensuring adequate
compartmentalisation between common parts/escape routes and individual flats.

16.5

In order to ensure this compartmentalisation is in place, LBH will not charge
leaseholders for replacement fire doors where they are found to be non-compliant
on the most recent FRA.

16.6

If leaseholders subsequently change the door for non-compliant doors they will be
recharged for any subsequent rectification works.

16.7

Where leaseholders or prospective leaseholders are looking to buy or sell
properties they may be required to provide an EWS1 form to their lender, LBH will
not provide this and all costs associated with the obtaining and completing the
form will be borne by the leaseholder.

16.8

LBH will make reasonable endeavours to provide leaseholders with information
which we hold on a building, but we will not obtain additional information required
by the leaseholder, and we will not unreasonably refuse leaseholders permission to
undertake appropriate surveys to our properties.

17 THIRD PARTIES
17.1

Third parties undertaking works in our properties represent a significant risk to
compromising the overall fire strategy for each building.

17.2

As part of any procurement exercise for works which may impact on fire safety we
will require a full set of risk assessments and methods statement (RAMS) from
contractors. Failure to provide adequate RAMS will preclude contractors form
undertaking works to our properties; this will need to be approved by the Fire
Safety Manager.

17.3

We will only allow fully accredited companies to undertake fire stopping works to
our properties and where relevant we will require third party accreditation to
validate the quality of install prior to taking handover of works.

17.4

All fire related works undertaken will comply with current building regulations, and
will be checked by a suitably qualified fire officer or consultant for compliance.
We will ensure all contracts for works include specific clauses to ensure all relevant
works are accredited and full liability will remain with contractors if this is not
provided.

17.5

17.6

Where a building has a Building Safety Manager they will be part of the
procurement process for any works and will be responsible for monitoring the
quality or works, adherence to specifications and site specific RAMS.

18 DATA STORAGE AND SHARING
Building Safety Case File
18.1

The new Building safety Bill will require LBH to hold a Building Safety Case file for
each of its relevant properties (above 6 stories or 18m). This must be held where it
is available to all relevant stakeholders and can be accessed in an emergency.

18.2

Whilst the regulations have identified only buildings above a certain height require
a safety case, LBH will provide one for all multi-occupancy buildings.

18.3

The full details of what is to be held has not been determined yet in full, but LBH as
a minimum will hold details of the most recent FRA, drawings and plans of each
property, details of evacuation or stay put plans and relevant details of tenants
where applicable (oxygen user, personal evacuation plans, etc).

18.4

The Fire Safety Manager and BSM will be responsible for ensuring the building
safety case files are present and up to date.
Safety Case Report

18.5

The Accountable Person will be responsible for producing a Safety Case Report for
all building which fall under the Building Safety Bill which will answer the question;
Can you identify the building safety risks in your building, and show me how
you manage these on an ongoing basis, as far as you can, so that it is safe?

18.6

This will be reviewed every six months or at any significant event.

18.7

This will be delegated to the BSM and will summarise all of the key components of
the Building Safety Case file and will be submitted to the Building Safety Regulator.

18.8

All information will be held in LBHs document management system, Swordfish, and
linked to our Housing Asset Management system, Keystone.
We will ensure a mechanism is in place to ensure the London Fire Brigade have
access to this information as required.

18.9

18.10

It is likely that the information required may change over time, our management
plan will be updated to reflect these requirements and we will ensure adequate
resource is made available to meet any changes. (see management plan).

19 NEW BUILD PROPERTIES
19.1

As a minimum all new build properties will meeting Building Regulations standards
and prior to occupation will have been signed off by Building Control or appropriate
accredited body.

19.2

All relevant properties will have a full developed fire strategy which will be
approved by an accredited body and will form part of the building safety case file.

19.3

All relevant properties will have full operation and maintenance manuals (O&M)
which provide full as built details, full mechanical and operational layouts and full
details of all maintenance schedules for equipment. This will form part of the
building safety case file and will inform the maintenance teams of works schedules.
The new Fire Safety Bill will introduce a number of Duty Holders and Gateways for
buildings over 6 stories or 18m which clearly set out roles and responsibilities
across the development teams, and for recording the steps which have to be taken
to ensure the overall fire strategy is adhered to at all stages of the project. These

19.4

will be recorded and projects will not be able to move forward until each gateway
has been completed.
19.5

Prior to occupation a Building Assurance Certificate will be required for all
properties over 6 stories or 18m, no occupation will be allowed until this has
provided.

19.6

Whilst the Fire Safety Bill is aimed at building of over 6 stories or 18m, LBH will
adopt a similar approach to all multi-occupancy building which its owns or
manages.

20 ASSURANCE AND REVIEW

20.1

In order to provide overview and governance of compliance a Housing Compliance
board has been created, chaired by the Director of Housing. All operational matters
will be reported to this board and it will be responsible for ensure continued
compliance with this policy and management plan.

20.2

This group will report upwards to both SLT and corporate H&S performance board,
the full terms of reference are provided at appendix 1.

20.3

A full suite of KPIs will be provided to the Compliance board, SLT and Themedboard
on a monthly basis which will show our compliance position across all areas, any
programmes which are working towards full compliance and action plans which will
demonstrate actions being taken to attain and remain fully compliant.

20.4

The KPIs will not only provide the compliance position but also actions which flow
from risk assessments to ensure no actions go past their due date. The full report is
shown in appendix 2, any changes will be approved by Compliance Board

20.5

We will undertake Bi-annual internal audits to test the systems, processes and data
held

20.6
20.7

We will undertake internal/external audits in line with the corporate plan
We will engage an external expert to provide support to the Cabinet which will
ensure they are able to understand and fully scrutinise the data being presented to
them

20.8

This policy will be reviewed every three years or at any significant change in
relevant legislation.

20.9

The FSMP will be reviewed annually or at any significant change in legislation or
best practice.

20.10

Bi-annually the policy and management plan will be reviewed by an independent
external expert to ensure continued compliance with legislation and best practice.

21 – GDPR & DATA PROTECTION
The London Borough of Havering shares the commitment to ensure that all data is:
 processed lawfully, fairly and in a transparent manner
 collected for a specific and legitimate purpose and not used for anything other
than this stated purpose, or as provided for in our privacy and fair processing
notices
 relevant and limited to whatever the requirements are for which the data is
processed
 accurate, and where necessary, kept up to date. Any identified inaccuracies will
be amended or removed without undue delay
 stored for as long as required, as specified within the London Borough Of
Havering’s Records Retention policy
 secured with appropriate solutions, which protect the data against unauthorised
or unlawful processing and accidental loss, destruction or damage.
For further information about the Council’s commitment to the General Data
Protection Regulations (GDPR), visit the Council’s website at Havering data
protection..

